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NOTABLE ACTIVITIES 

 WATER

The Month of March was  pretty uneventful  and  free of emergency leak repairs. Good news  
back wash  tank project is almost complete we missed our end of March deadline but we had  
some unexpected problems in other areas of work that slowed this project down but we made 
great progress now all thats left is to plumb this system in and we will be up and running. Public 
works also worked on building up the pad for the Microvi nitrate removal skid  this means we are 
one step closer to completing this project. 



            

SEWER 
This month was a busy  one in the Sewer Department. We had some residents located at Washington / 4th st  that  were having 
problems with  there sewer laterals  backing up this will be a ongoing  job as the City has discovered that some of the residents 
sewer laterals are not tied correctly to the Sewer Main located on Washington St , there will be a plan put in place to correct this if 
these lines continue to backup. Public works installed safety grating located at the Rancho Vista Sewer Lift Station  this safety grating 
was overlooked when the Developers of Rancho Vista  Subdivision constructed the station  this Safety grate makes this station alot 
safer as it provides fall protection  during inspection and maintenance of this station. 



BUILDING  GROUNDS 

STREETS/ STORM DRAINS 
March was pretty slow in this Department  we did patch some pot holes on the  South end of town this should help slow down the deterioration of 
the street in these areas.  Lausen Dr the street that leads to our reservoir we had to clean up some dangerous branches from a Eucalyptus tree that 
had been vandalized this has been a ongoing issue and its starting to  permanently damage the trees. The vandals have been collecting eucalyptus 
branches for decoration. Please keep a eye out for this activity and report to law enforcment or notify Public Works. The repairs for the street 
sweeper have been completed and now the sweeper is back in operation this is awesome.

March is a wonderful month all  the little critters are out and about making for some fun entertainment those tree squirrels are full of energy and all the birds are chirping 
and the landscaping is nice and green and full of color.  Good news our main mower has been repaired and  back to rockin and rollin running like a champ. This is also the 
time where we like to apply some weed and feed to our Green open spaces this helps keep the weeds down and helps the grass thrive.




